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A visit to Is-Simar Nature Reserve

Fieldwork for Year 3 Primary

Name:  ______________________

   Date: ______________________



 Station A

1. What is the name of this place? Look at the boards to find the answer and 
write the missing word in the space below:

_______________ Nature Reserve

2. Which of these three organizations manages the nature reserve?

3. Is-Simar Nature Reserve forms part of 
Pwales Valley and is close to Xemxija Bay. 
Which letter on the map marks the 
location of the nature reserve?

A

B
C

 Station B

1. Look at the board, then mark the things we should do with a tick, and the 
things we should not do with a cross. 

1. We walk in the paths.

2. We make lots of noise.

3. We catch insects.

4. We talk softly.

5. We cut the flowers.

6. We put litter in the bins.

7. We take pictures.

8. We climb on the stones marking the path.

YES
YOU CAN
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 Station C

1. This area is called a grove because there are many:

 plants             trees    flowers 

2. Are all trees the same? Look at the leaves  
before you give an answer.
  yes   no

3. Match to find four names of trees.
    Aleppo       thorn
    Len        risk
    Buck       Pine
    Tama       tisk

4a. What does the picture show?  a fruit - a pine cone - a piece of wood

4b. On which tree does it grow?           lentisk - buckthorn - pine cone

4ċ. What’s inside it?    seeds - nuts - fruit   

5. Tick which of these flora and fauna you observe along the way?
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 Station D

1. Which season are we in?

 spring                       summer                 autumn                   winter

2. Look at the grass. Which colours can you see?

                      brown                         red                      yellow                      grey          

3. How many flowers can you see?

none a few a lot

4. Mark the colours of the flowers 
     which you see around you.
    
   Which colour did you see the most?

 _________________

whitered

yellow pink

blue

purple

 Station E

1. Look at the tree. What can you see in it?

the trunk

the branches

green leaves

dried leaves

flowers

fruit
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 Station F

1. From this hide we can observe the markshland. Mark the things you can see.
 

 a river    sand

 a lake    trees

 mud     stones

 soil     a wall 

 reeds     grass

 the sea    birds

 pebbles    rocks

 
reeds
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pebbles

2. Flora and fauna

flora

fauna

dragonfly

tamarisk tree

rushes

fennel
carpenter bee

grebe

warblerkillifish
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Revision work

1. Today we visited __________ Nature Reserve.

2. This nature reserve is managed by ______________________.

3. The nature reserve is close to ______________ Bay.

4. We saw many trees, including ___________  and _____________.

5. We observed some insects, like the ___________.

6. From the hide was saw ____________ swimming in the water.

7. _________ are tall plants which grow near the water.

8. The ____________ is a type of fish which lives at Is-Simar.

killifish
Is-Simar

Xemxijalentisk

Aleppo Pines

carpenter beemoorhensReeds

BirdLife Malta

 Mention one thing you liked most during the visit.
 ___________________________________________________

 Mention one thing you did not like during the visit.

 ___________________________________________________

Would you like to visit Is-Simar Nature Reserve again? Why?

 ___________________________________________________


